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doctor 'Alavi Khan as his chief physician. 'Alavi Khan did not limit
his treatment to mere drugs and dieting, but also employed "words
that were more bitter than the remedy " *: in other words, he ventured to
admonish Nadir for his outbursts of temper. Nadir was pleased at the
doctor's frankness, and followed his treatment, with the result that his
state of mind as well as his bodily condition greatly improved ; in fact,
" for fifteen or twenty days (at a time) he would not order anyone to be
beaten to death."2
Unfortunately for Nadir, and even more so for his subjects, 'Alavi
Khan left his service in July, 1741 ; when deprived of the Indian doctor's
treatment and influence, he soon reverted to his former condition, and by
the autumn of that year he was performing the most atrociously cruel
actions.8 A year later there occurred the tragic blinding of Rida Quli
Mirza ; had Nadir been in his normal state during the preceding few
months, he might never have condemned his son to this fate and the whole
concluding part of his career might have been very different in consequence.
As it was, his whole nature was changed by this event and his health suffered
much as a result.4
Some time between 1742 and early in 1744, Father Damien, of Lyons,
a Jesuit with a knowledge of medicine, treated Nadir for some form of liver
complaint.5 In June or July, 1745, he was taken seriously ill when near
Miyanduab and had to be carried in a litter for several stages6; either thea
or shortly after he was again tended by a Jesuit, but it is not recorded
whether it was this Pere Damien.7 In December, 1746, his health was
once more a subject of concern, and he feared that a serious illness was
imminent. Being profoundly dissatisfied with his own physicians, fee
requested Peirson, the chief representative of the East India Company
at Isfahan, to procure a European doctor for him. Peirson was much
perplexed, as he did not know where he could find one, but, on Ms attention
being drawn to Pere Bazin, he introduced him to the Shah. Nadir was
pleased with the Jesuit, and made him his chief physician. Bazin, on
examining Nadir, found that he was suffering from dropsy in an early
stage (une hydropisie commence), and that he had frequent attacks 01
vomiting, accompanied by severe constipation and liver trouble.*
It may have been on the strength of Bazin's diagnosis that Byron after-
wards wrote the following lines *:
*Baycm, foL 99 (b).	'IWd.	»Barin, p. 29*
•	Mirza Mahdi (T.N., p. 263) and Mnfcammad Ka?am (N.N.. p. 493)-
«Pere des Vignes, p. 407.	' See p. 249 «xw*.
' Gombroon Diary, 5th/i6th October, 1745.	*,Ba?nl ?' ***:,.. „,.   T    j
•	Don Juan, Canto No. IX, zoaii.   The edition of Byron'3 works tiiat was published m Londoa
in 1833 has, in Vol. XVI, p. 289, the following footnote relating to tiwlines quoted aboro:
" He (Nadir) was slain in a conspiracy, after his temper had been exasperated by h» ertrwne
costivity to a degree of insanity."

